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Abstract— Efficient routing is one of the key issues in the design
of adhoc network systems. There are number of protocols
available for the routing purpose in MANETs under various
categories. This paper provides an idea of working of three on
demand routing protocols viz AODV, DSR and TORA with their
merits and demerits. These protocols have been compared
considering various performance metrics. An analysis of these
protocols has been done in NS-2 for packet delivery ratio and
routing overheads. This paper paves the path for the judicious
selection of an on demand routing scheme for a given network
scenario.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A Mobile Ad hoc network also called MANET [1] is a
collection of wireless nodes, all of them may be mobile, and
dynamically create a wireless network amongst them without
using any infrastructure. In such networks nodes move
arbitrarily, thus changing network topology frequently,
unpredictably, and may consist of unidirectional as well as
bidirectional links. The wireless channel bandwidth is limited
which decreases further due to effect of multiple access, signal
interference, and channel fading. Network hosts of ad hoc
networks operate on constrained battery power which will
eventually be exhausted. Ad hoc networks are also more prone
to security threats. All these limitations and constraints make
multihop network design and implementation very challenging.

Routes in ad hoc networks are multihop because of the
limited propagation range of wireless radios. Since nodes in the
network move freely and randomly, routes often get
disconnected. Routing protocols are thus responsible for
maintaining and reconstructing the routes in a timely manner as
well as establishing the durable routes. In addition, routing
protocols are required to perform all the above tasks without
generating excessive control message overhead. Control packets
must be utilized efficiently to deliver data packets,  and be
generated only when necessary. Reducing the control overhead
can make the routing protocol efficient in bandwidth and energy
consumption.

Routing protocols proposed for mobile ad hoc wireless
networks can be generally categorized by the routing strategy.
First, there are protocols that are distance vector typed. Pure
distance vector algorithms do not perform well in mobile
networks because of slow convergence and count-to-infinity
problem. Thus, newly proposed protocols modify and enhance
the distance vector algorithm. Protocols of this type  include
Wireless Routing Protocol [7], Destination Sequence Distance
Vector routing protocol [6], CGSR [8] and others. Second, there
are protocols that are based on link state algorithms. Protocols
such as Global State Routing [24], Fisheye State

Routing [23], Source Tree Adaptive Routing [9], Optimized
Link State Routing protocol [21], and Landmark Ad Hoc
Routing [2] fall into this category. Third, there are on-demand
routing protocols that are proposed for ad hoc networks only.
In on-demand routing protocols the routes are provided the
source on demand rather then maintaining the routes
continuously. Whenever a route is needed by the source, it
floods a route request packet to construct a route. After
receiving the route requests, the destination selects the best
route based on route selection algorithm and  a route reply
packet is then sent back to the source via newly chosen route.
In on-demand routing protocols, control traffic overhead is
greatly reduced since no periodic exchanges of route tables are
required. Number of on-demand routing protocols have been
proposed in literature. These are: Lightweight Mobile Routing
[22], Dynamic Source Routing [10], Temporarily Ordered
Routing Algorithm [12], Ad-Hoc On Demand Distance Vector
routing[11], Associativity-Based Routing[14], Signal Stability-
Based Adaptive routing[15], FORP[16], Performance Link
Based Routing (PLBR) Protocol [20] , Extended Dynamic
Source Routing [3],  and Route-Lifetime Assessment Based
Routing protocol [28]. Fourth, category of protocols makes use
of node location information using GPS (Global Positioning
System) to build routes have been proposed recently. With the
knowledge of node position, routing can be more effective at
the cost of overhead required to exchange location information.
Routing protocols that use GPS information are Distance
Routing Effect Algorithm for Mobility, Location-Aided
Routing [13], Zone-Based Hierarchical Link State [19], Flow
Oriented Routing Protocol   [16], and Greedy Perimeter
Stateless Routing [4]. In addition to the above mentioned
routing disciplines, a few other schemes are being proposed.
Zone Routing Protocol [18] uses proactive approach to nodes
within the zone and reactive approach to nodes outside the
zone. Core-Extraction Distributed Ad hoc Routing [17]
algorithm selects a minimum set of nodes to perform QoS route
computations. The routing schemes proposed in [25-27][33-34]
introduce power aware metrics when selecting routes.

II. ROUITNG PROTOCOLS UNDER STUDY

This section describes the three different Reactive MANET
routing protocols, which are DSR (Dynamic Source Routing
Protocol), TORA (Temporally-Ordered Routing Algorithm
routing protocol) and AODV (Ad-hoc On Demand Distance
Vector routing protocol) with their merits and demerits.

A. Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) Protocol

The Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [24] is a reactive
unicast routing protocol that utilizes source routing
algorithm. In source routing algorithm, each data packet
contains complete routing information to reach its
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dissemination. Each node uses caching technology to maintain
route information that it learns.

There are two major phases in DSR viz route discovery phase
and the route maintenance phase. When a source node wants to
send a packet, it firstly consults its route cache. If the required
route is available, the source node includes the routing
information inside the data packet before sending it. Else, the
source node initiates a route discovery operation by
broadcasting route request packets. When the data link layer
detects a link disconnection, a ROUTE_ERROR packet is sent
backward to the source. After receiving the ROUTE_ERROR
packet, the source node initiates another route discovery
operation.

A few Advantages of DSR are; Routes are maintained only
between nodes who need to communicate. It reduces the
overhead of route maintenance. Route caching can further
reduce route discovery overhead. A single route discovery may
yield many routes to the destination, due to Intermediate nodes
replying from local caches.

While some of the disadvantages of DSR are; Packet
header size grows with route length due to source routing. DSR
has increased traffic overhead because of containing complete
routing information into each data packet.

B. Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA)

The Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) [35]
[29] is also a reactive routing algorithm based on the concept of
link reversal. TORA improves the partial link reversal method
by detecting partitions and stopping non-productive link
reversals. TORA can be used for highly dynamic mobile ad
hoc networks.

In TORA, the network topology is regarded as  a directed
graph. A Directional Acyclical Graph (DAG) is accomplished
for the network by assigning each node i a height metric hi.
DAG provides TORA the capability that many nodes can send
packets to a given destination and guarantees that all routes are
loop-free. TORA has three basic operations, Route creation,
Route maintenance and Route erasure.   A route creation
operation starts with setting the height (propagation ordering
parameter in the quintuple) of the destination to 0 (zero) and
heights of all other nodes to NULL (i.e., undefined). The
source broadcasts a QRY packet containing the destination’s ID.
A node with a non-NULL height responds by broadcasting a
UPD packet containing the height of its own. On receiving a
UPD packet, a node sets its height to one more than that of the
UPD generator. A node with higher height is considered as
upstream  and the node with lower height is considered as
downstream. In this way, a directed acyclic graph is
constructed from the source to the destination and multiple
paths route may exist.

The DAG in TORA may be disconnected because of node
mobility. Route maintenance operation is an important part of
TORA. TORA has the unique feature that control messages are
localized into a small set of nodes near the occurrence of
topology changes.

A few Advantages of TORA are; it supports multiple routes to
any source-destination pair. Failure or removal of one node

is quickly resolved without source intervention by switching to
an alternate route. It provides Loop Free Path and establishes
routes quickly, before topology changes. It is able to detect
partitions very quickly.

While a few Disadvantages of TORA  are; it relies on
synchronized clocks among nodes in the network. It also relies
on intermediate lower layers for certain functionality. TORA is
not energy efficient and does not scale to large networks.

C. Ad Hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV)
Protocol

AODV is a reactive unicast routing protocol for mobile ad
hoc networks. AODV only needs to maintain the routing
information about the active paths. Routing information is
maintained in routing tables at nodes. Every mobile node keeps
a next-hop routing table, which contains the destinations to
which it currently has a route. A routing table entry expires if it
has not been used or reactivated for a pre-specified expiration
time. AODV adopts the destination sequence number technique
used by DSDV in an on-demand way. When a source node
wants to send packets to the destination but no route is
available, it initiates a route discovery operation.

In the route discovery operation, the source broadcasts route
request (RREQ) packets. A RREQ includes addresses of the
source and the destination, the broadcast ID, which is used as
its identifier, the last seen sequence number of the destination
as well as the source node’s sequence number. Sequence
numbers are important to ensure loop-free and up-to- date
routes.

In AODV, a node uses hello messages to notify its existence
to its neighbors. Therefore, the link status to the next hop in an
active route can be monitored. When a node discovers a link
disconnection, it broadcasts a route error (RERR) packet to its
neighbors, which in turn propagates the RERR packet towards
nodes whose routes may be affected by the disconnected link.
Then, the affected source can re-initiate a route discovery
operation if the route is still needed.

A few Advantages of AODV are; it incurs low overheads
and uses smaller routing tables. It does the fast expiration of
unused routes. Some of the disadvantages of TORA are; On-
demand feature brings a longer delay for the first packet and
malicious nodes have more flexibility for making an attack.

A comparison of the studied protocols is shown in Table 1.
The reactive approach in AODV has many similarities with the
reactive approach of DSR. They both have a route discovery
mode that uses request  messages to find new routes. The
difference is that DSR is based on source routing and will learn
more routes than AODV. DSR also has the advantage that it
supports unidirectional links.

None of the presented protocols are adaptive, meaning that
the protocols do not take any smart routing decisions when the
traffic load in the network is taken into consideration. As a
route selection criteria the proposed protocols use metrics such
as shortest number of hops and quickest response time to a
request. This can lead to the situation where all packets are
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Routing protocol DSR, AODV, TORA,
Network Size 50 Nodes
Propagation Model Two Ray Ground
Time Between Retransmitted
requests

500 ms

Size of Source Header Carrying an
Address

4n + 4 Bytes

Timeout for Non Propagating Search 30 ms
Maximum Rate for Sending Replies
from a Route

1/s

Traffic Rate 2 Mbps
Node Transmission Range 250 mtr.

Parameter Value
Simulation Time 500 seconds
Mobility Model Random Way Point Model,

Pause Time (0-300 seconds)
Speed (15 m/sec)

MAC Protocol 802.11
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routed through the same node even if some better routes are
known, where the traffic load is not as large.

This comparison table suggests  that new upcoming adhoc
routing protocols should take a few important parameters in to
consideration when they search  for a path to route the data
packets. These parameters are load, handling of multiple
connections, support to the real time traffic and most
importantly energy conservation.

III. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

The simulation results of the three protocols for different

(version ns-2.29) [36]. Simulations are run over a 1000m *
1000m square flat topology. The number of wireless mobile
nodes was fixed to 50. The random waypoint model [37] is used
to model mobility. All random scenarios have been generated for
a maximum speed of 15 m/s and a pause time of

0-300 seconds.

Traffic sources are chosen as TCP-IP with a packet-size of
512 bytes and a window-size of 32. All traffic sessions are

established at random times near the beginning of the simulation
run and they remain active until the end of the
simulation period. Simulations are run for 500 simulated
seconds.

The performance of the proposed scheme has been measured
in terms of following parameters:

A. Packet Delivery Fraction (Ratio)
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Figure 1: Pause Time vs. Packet Delivery Ratio

PDF is the fraction of successfully received packets, which 1.8

survive while finding their destination. This performance 1.6

measure determines the efficiency of the protocol to predict a 1.4
link breakage and also the efficacy of the local repair process to 1.2
find an alternate path. The completeness and correctness of the

AODV

DSR

TORA

routing protocol is also determined.

B. Average Routing Overheads

It is defined as the ratio of the number of control packets over
the number of delivered data packets.

The comparison for Packet Delivery Ratio and Average
Routing Overheads is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 for the
parameters given in table 2. It can be seen by figure 1 that, DSR
achieves higher packet delivery as compare to other
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protocols used in the comparison for higher values of pause
time (more than 150 seconds) while for a range of values of
pause time (between 75 seconds to 150 seconds) AODV has
high packet delivery. TORA is having less packet delivery as
compare to its counterparts viz AODV and  DSR for all the
values of pause time.

TABLE 2: PARAMETERS USED IN DIFFERENT PROTOCOLS

Figure 2: Pause Time vs. Average Routing Overheads

It is clear from figures 2 that DSR is the best protocol in
terms of routing control overheads because it bears less
overheads as compare to other counterparts with respect to
pause time except between 225 seconds to 250 seconds AODV
is bearing less overheads.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper different on demand routing approaches have
been studied with their merit and merits. A major comparison
among different on demand routing protocols has been
presented. The  main lesson learned from this study is that
efficient utilization of control packets is the primary reason of
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good performances. Providing alternate and multiple routes
proved  to be beneficial because they  increase robustness to
mobility. Results of the comparison of different protocols
summarizes that what properties the protocols have and do not
have. All protocols are distributed, thus none of the protocols is
dependent on a centralized node and can therefore easily
reconfigure in the event of topology changes.

Simulation results shows that DSR achieves higher packet
delivery as compare to other protocols used in the comparison
for higher values of pause times. It is also observed through
simulation results that DSR is the better protocol in terms of
routing control overheads also because it bears fewer
overheads as compare to other counterparts.

A lot of research is going on in adhoc networking and still
there many issues that remains to be solved. This paper only
focused on the some of the routing protocols, their problems,
and characteristics. However there are many issues that could
be subject to further studies. Some of the future research works
in the direction of Ad-hoc network are Reliable multicast,
Support for handling multiple connection, Congestion and
admission control, Flow control, QoS provision, Security and
privacy, Large-scale MANET simulation, Hand-over of  real-
time traffic between nodes etc.
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TABLE 1: COMPARISON BETWEEN AODV, DSR AND TORA

Comparison MANET Protocols
Parameters

AODV DSR TORA

Hello Messages Requirement Yes No No
Update Destination Source Source Neighbors
Update Information Route-Error Route-Error Nodes Height
Update Period Event-Driven Event-Driven Event-Driven
Routing Strategy( Link State / Distance- Vector /
Source Routing

Distance Vector Source Routing Link State

Stored Information Next hop of desired
destination

Routes to desired
destination Neighbor’s

height

Method of Communication Unicast Unicast Broadcast

Intended Environment Difficult to scale to
large networks

Works well in
Environment
with high
mobility rates

Unsuitable for
vehicular
environment and
large networks
with dense
population of
nodes.

Load Balancing No No No

Security No No No

Loop Free Yes Yes No, short
lived loops

Multiple routes No Yes Yes
Unidirectional link support No Yes No

QoS Support No No No
Multicast Yes No No

Power conservation No Yes No

Periodic broadcasts Yes No Yes

Routing Overhead > DSR < TORA Least Most

Path optimality ( Shortest path )
Better than DSR /
TORA

Better Worst

Route Cache Yes Yes Yes

Real Time Traffic Support No No No

Multiple Connection Support No No No


